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USEFUL PHRASES FOR MUN DELEGATES 

 

1. Attendance:  

At the beginning of each session the attendance will be taken, and you can change your choice.  

Each delegation should say:  

“the delegation of Peru is present / present and voting, chair”.  

  

2. Opening speech and debate: 

a. You must wait until chair says, “you have the floor delegate”; if this is not said, ask politely.  

“do I have the floor chair?”  

b. Use at least 2/3 of the time for each intervention. Avoid exceeding the time limit.   

c. Finish your intervention with the sentence: “I yield the floor to the chair.  

d. Avoid at all costs using talking in first person and referring to others by their name.    Example: 

“me”, “I think”, “my country”, “your delegation”.   

   always use parliamentary language and address the others with respect.  E. Some useful sentences:  

  

I.  “the delegation of Peru thinks that…” ii.  “the delegation of Peru firmly believes that…” iii. 

 “the delegation of Peru is in agreement/ disagreement with what was said by…” iv.  “the 

delegation of Peru is deeply concerned/ shocked/ outraged about …” v.  “it is of vital 

importance to treat the topic x because…”  

vi. “dear/ esteemed delegates, I invite you to choose the resolution proposed by the delegations of --

-- since it…”  

vii. “this delegation suggests the delegates present in this room to collaborate with the working paper 

we are proposing.”  

viii. “delegates, we must not forget that the united nations’ charter clearly stablishes that…”  

 

  

3. Points and motions  

a. Never interrupt a delegate who is speaking. Remember to use wisely the different points and motions 

you have.   

b. Voting for motions is obligatory.  

c. For more information about them, refer to the parliamentary procedure guide.  

  

4. Voting  

a. You must take into consideration what you said in the beginning of the session. For instance, if you 

said “present and voting” you can’t vote in abstinence.   

b. Try to keep your placard raised until the chair has finished counting all the votes. This will make the 

process much faster.  

 

5. Resolutions   

a. The header has the following items:  

i. Code: usually given by the chair 

ii. Submitted by those countries who actively participated in the writing of the resolution. 
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iii. Co- submitted by those who support the resolution and participated indirectly in its creation.  

iv. Topic of which the resolution is talking about. 

v. Committee to which it belongs.   

  

b. Pre-ambulatory clauses   

i. They justify the content of the resolution.   

ii. It must begin with verbs with -in and end with a semicolon.   

iii. It can also start with verbs in past tense that express emotions. For example: “deeply 

alarmed by…” “horrified by…”   

iv. It is a summary of the most important arguments given during the debate as long as they support 

the content of the resolution.   

v. It may include statistics, references to similar projects already applied, laws and international 

treaties, etc.  

  

   example:  

    “alarmed by the increasing number …”  

  

vi. “reaffirming the stablished in the resolution a/res/70/1 ‘transforming our world:  

Agenda 2030 for sustainable development” art. X…” vii.  Once the debate of 

the resolution starts, this part cannot be amended.   

  

c. Operative clauses  

 

i. They are the most important part of the resolution.   

ii. They contain the information and detail of what is being proposed by the resolution: it is 

recommended to establish a well centered solution which shouldn’t treat to many things at 

once.  

iii. It should answer the next questions:  

a) What is going to be done? How will it happen? When will it be valid? Who will be in 

charge? Among others   

iv. If creating a project, plan, commission or likewise, you should mention:  

a) Name of the project, the pilot plan, the summit, etc.  

b) Its description: the objectives, who is going to participate, how will it be applied, where, 

etc.  

c) Formal details: duration of such project, the financing, the type of personnel and the 

internal organization that it will have.   

d) Avoid putting too much detail because it will become a tedious resolution.  

  

  

 

6. Final recommendations:   

  

a. Take an active role, the leadership of the group when you are writing the resolution. Try to mention 

your ideas to others who think similarly during the debate or through the message system.  
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b. You must take advantage of the informal caucus. First of all, start by stating the nature of the 

solution proposed. Will it be a pilot plan, a summit, a project? One you have established that, divide 

the work and at the end check as a whole group for any mistakes.  

c. Send your resolution to the chairman as soon as possible because they must correct it and print it. 

Since these can take a while, the last resolution received will probably not be treated.   

d. When you go to defend the resolution, read firmly and clearly the operative clauses ( the 

perambulatory clause is not read ) . Try to keep the audience paying attention to what you are 

saying.  

e. When you send amendments to the chair, prepare some arguments to defend your decision. 

Remember we debate the different amendments presented to then vote for them.  

  
 


